
It's been 3 days since Starlight, the Terminator girl (Tempest), 

and I planned our attack on Simba, Tompa, Sombra or whatever. 

Everything is going according to our plan, and fortunately 

nothing strange has happened. So, for now I can continue to 

focus on my true mission: MY HAREM !! 

Doppy: Let's see, Fleur De Lis definitely has to be part of my 

harem. She is very elegant, beautiful and her complexion is 

wonderful! 

CHECK! 

Doppy: the next one, Suri Polomare. She has some kind of rivalry 

with the pale girl from the other school: Rarity. She has to be 

with me! That stupid boy has a Rarity and I would have her rival, 

Suri… she's perfect !! Or rather, much better! 

CHECK!  

I'm obviously making a list of my potential candidates. Once I 

finish my perfect list, I'll start talking to them. I am sure that with 

this extremely well defined body like mine, and my unshakable 

and immaculate charm, they will immediately agree to be in my 

harem!  

Male student #1: Young master, everyone is waiting for you in 

the classroom. 

Doppy: huh? Okay. I hope there are all reunited… 

Male student #1: Eek!! Y-yes Young master!! >-<  

One of my subordinates abruptly interrupts me and asks me to 

follow him into the classroom. I walk into the classroom and see 

everyone waiting for me. 

 

 



Male student #2: young master, welcome!!  

They are all like my butlers, I can make them do whatever I want!  

Doppy: Hey you, my shoe is dirty... clean it. 

Male student #3: YES SIR!!  

* The student bends down and starts cleaning the shoe* 

Doppy: Ugh… and this floor is also dirty. I told you to clean it up!! 

You guys get on the floor and make a bridge so I can go to my 

seat!! 

Male student #4, #5 and #6: EEEkk!! Yes sir!!  

They begin to form the bridge with their body, in this way I can 

walk on them and get to my seat more easily hehe. However ... 

Sour Sweet: Stop right there!  

Doppy: huh?    

Sour Sweet: I told to YOU to clean this classroom! It was your 

turn, not their turn! Dx 

Oops… bad timing. Sour Sweet just comes to ruin my moment of 

glory U_U! 

Doppy: What is the problem, they can do it… RIGHT?!!! Ò_ó 

* Doppy look at the others with a fury gaze* 

Male student #1: yes!!  

Doppy: see? :D  

Seeing how Sour Sweet is very angry, makes her look very sexy! 

*0* 

Doppy: Anyway, I already fulfilled what you told me. Everyone is 

here to hear your big announcement. I guess I deserve a reward, 

don't you think? 



Sour Sweet: huh? º-º .. a reward? 

Doppy: of course! I usually accept money, but today I am on sale. 

The fee is a sweet kiss ... a bargain! *3* 

Sour Sweet: EEK!! Go to your seat! PERVERT!! 

*SLAP!!!* 

Doppy: OOOFFFFF!!! X_X! 

Okay, for now it is best thing to do what she says and not cause a 

scandal. After a moment, Sour Sweet raises her voice and begins 

to speak. 

Sour Sweet: Alright. As you know, in two weeks the event that 

we all know begins: Friendship Games !! The last event had an 

“unexpected” ending and there was no winner. Our principal, 

Miss Cadance, spoke with Principal Celestia of Canterlot High to 

resume a second part of the Friendship Games. 

Oooohhh… I remember that. I mean, thanks to the memories of 

the other fool, I can sense what this is all about. Obviously he did 

not participate at that time, he was one more spectator of the 

public, overshadowed even by the grass. In fact, he blends in 

perfectly with the environment, no one notices him! LOL! 

Sour Sweet: This time we have to be sure that there is a winner, 

and that must be us! Besides, we have a new secret weapon… 

he's a fool and he's incredibly pervy, but he's strong and we need 

him to win! 

*Sour look at Doppy* 

Doppy: Hmm? Me? Hey, you offend me! I am not stupid or 

pervy. I just like to admire the natural beauty of women.   

Sour Sweet: Ugh, whatever. We are counting on you, right?. 

Doppy: nah, I am not interested. 



Sugarcoat: That guy who they call "iron Wall" will be there too... 

Doppy: Accept!!  

I can't turn down an offer that involves publicly humiliating that 

fool! 

Sour Sweet: One of the events will be a soccer match. They have 

two risks for us: Rainbow Dash and that "Iron Wall" guy. His 

defense is impressive and it will be very difficult to win the game 

with him on the field. 

Lemon Zest: don't forget Ranbow Dash. Her offense is 

overwhelming! 

The girls have a point. It pains me to admit it, but that moron is a 

very good defender. I trust that I can beat Dash very easily, but 

even I can't let my guard off when facing him in a soccer match. 

Injuring him may be an option and knocking him out of the game 

MUAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA!!! 

Male student #2: ahm… Young master, why does his gaze look 

like that of a hitman? O_O 

Sour Sweet: hey… do you have a minute? 

Hmm, it seems that Sour Sweet has something important to say 

to me, as she needs my presence!! Oh wait, is it possible? 

Doppy: I have my whole life for you, precious! What do you say if 

after the main event, we go to my house to play Twister? :D 

Sour Sweet: Focus! I need you to be prepared for the Friendship 

Games. You are the strongest of all of us and it is practically a 

guaranteed victory towards our school if you participate in them! 

Doppy: Hey relax, I already told you I was going to participate in 

the soccer match. 



Sour Sweet: that's not enough ... I need you to be able to 

compete in every event that takes place. 

Doppy: at all events? That's a lot of work !! Dx 

I'm not saying I can't… actually, I could be the only one 

competing from Crystal Prep Academy and I would beat the 

entire other school. But I don't see the need to stress so much if I 

don't get any reward ... if you know what I mean huehuehue. 

Sour Sweet: please! It's our opportunity to prove that we are 

better than them! 

Doppy: hmm…. 

Sour Sweet: I will do whatever you want !! but please! Dx 

Oh? Whatever I want? Those are the privileged words of a 

beautiful girl that any man would want to hear! :D 

Doppy: hehe.. that I like it. Alright, accept.  

Sour Sweet: really? :D 

Doppy: but there is a condition! 

Sour Sweet: huh? … a condition? O_O 

Doppy: If you want me to participate in ALL the Friendship 

Games events, you will have to wear a sexy bunny outfit here at 

school and tell everyone that you will agree to go out with me on 

a date! :D 

Sour Sweet: … … … WHAAAAAAAATT??!! º///º 

Doppy: come on, it’s easy ^-^. 

Sour Sweet: no! never! negative! That will never happen!! 

Pervert!! 

Doppy: okay.. good luck winning the trophy :D 



It really didn't hurt to try. Bribery is one of my strengths ... you 

never have to do a job for free. Ask them for something in 

return, then you will see that if they really are in need, they will 

agree to do anything to get what they want. 

Sour Sweet: *whisper* I must be crazy Dx *whisper*… Okay you 

win!! Dx  

OHH?? 

Sour Sweet: I will go out with you! 

Doppy: and? :D 

Sour Sweet: I'll wear the bunny outfit for you! ……… Oh wait! Th-

There's a problem hehe… we don't have any outfits like that at 

this school. I think we will only have that date and... 

Doppy: Oh look… 

* Doppy pulls a sexy bunny outfit out of nowhere XD * 

Doppy: a sexy bunny outfit! 

Sour Sweet: but… how… when… where… O_O 

Never ask a pervert how he does it ... just enjoy it bro!! LOL !! 

Nah, the truth is that I asked Suri if she can made this outfit… 

and she did a great job! 

Sour Sweet: You must be wrong… do you seriously hope that I 

wear this in front of all the students? Dx 

Doppy: My lady, I have never in my life been wrong! Well, only 

once was I wrong. 

Sour Sweet: really? When? :O 

Doppy: Once that I thought I was wrong. 

Sour Sweet: ¬_¬. 



Doppy: Hey calm down, nobody will take photos of you if that 

worries you. I'll take care of that. 

Still uncomfortable with the situation, Sour accepts the outfit 

and leaves the place. This is wonderful !! Not only will I be dating 

one of the hottest girls in school, but I will have the privilege of 

seeing her dressed in a sexy bunny outfit! 

Male Student #1: Young master, something happened? 

Doppy: you are about to see something wonderful, which you 

will thank me for the rest of your miserable lives. But, I will not 

allow you to use cameras or smartphones when that happens… if 

I see any of you take a photo, I will annihilate you. It is 

understood ?! 

All male students: SIR YES SIR!!  

I head over to where Sour Sweet is, looking forward to the 

chance to see her!  

-15 minutes later- 

In my impatience, I finally see the door to the girls' locker room 

open… and… 

Sour Sweet: hey… pssstt!! Come here… Dx 

Doppy: okay… What’s the matter? O.o 

Sour Sweet: Are you sure that no one will take photos? This is 

already the most embarrassing thing I'll ever do! Dx 

Doppy: I already took care of that and no one will take photos ... 

so the school is completely yours. Also, think about this: You will 

be like a cheerleader and you can talk to them so that they help 

us to beat the other school, giving them a boost of 

encouragement! With a girl as cute as you, it will be a piece of 

cake! 



Sour Sweet: weirdo!  

Doppy: And don't forget to smile and tell them that you are 

going out with me! That is the key! I will be the envy of those 

fools !!! *0* 

Sour Sweet: okay.. 3-2-1… GO. HEEEYY GUUUYS!! :D 

Male Student #1: huh? O.o 

Male Student #2: 

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOHHH!! 

Doppy: HOOOLLLYYYYYYYYYY 

S**********************************TT!!!  

Sour Sweet appears dressed in the sexy bunny outfit… the color 

pink is PERFECT for her! She starts saying hello to everyone while 

spinning around. Her breasts bounce with every twist, and her 

butt looks so round… so soft to the touch !! I WANT TO TOUCH IT 

!!! 

Sour Sweet: heehee.. boys and girls… remember that in a few 

weeks the Friendship Games event will begin! I need all of you to 

support us and give us your strength to win! ^-^ 

Male Student #3: YEEEEEEEEEESS!! Yes!!! I CAN DIE NOW!!! 

PLEASE!!! 

Male Student #4: this… this is a dream?! YOUNG MASTER…. 

THANK YOU!!!!!! 

Doppy: i know.. you can cry buddy… you’re welcome. 

Male Student #5: I'm in love !! 

Male Student #6: Sour Sweet, I will give you whatever you want, 

I love you !! but please come out with me !! 

Doppy: huh? HEY, she is my girl!! Dx 



Oops, this is getting out of control ... little by little the guys start 

asking Sour Sweet to a date! 

Sour Sweet: Sorry guys, but I already have someone waiting for 

me ;) 

*Sour Sweet winks at Doppy ;) * 

Doppy: …?! O/////o 

Male Student #7: Young master! Is there something that you 

don't do well?! Dx 

I didn't expect that wink !! WOAH that was extremely sexy !! ... I 

need .... A PHOTO !!! 

Doppy: you!! Give me your camera!!  

Male Student #7: but you said-... O_O 

Doppy: Give it to me now or I'll break all your teeth! 

Male Student #7: eek!! OKAY!  

Sour Sweet: I really hope that all of you will be with us at the 

Friendship Games ... I know we can win and we will prove that 

we are the best school! :D 

All students: YEEEEEEEEAAAAAAAAAAAH!!!  

Everyone is excited and happy for the words of Sour Sweet ... I, 

on the other hand, take this opportunity !! 

Doppy: im sorry Sour… I promise you that I will not do anything 

lewd with this photo!! :D 

*CLICK – CLICK – CLICK!!!* 



 

Never in my life have I pressed a button so fast as now. With 

these wonderful photos, I will be able to make a collage of her, 

just for me !! 

 



Sour Sweet: Thank you very much!! ^^. See you later everybody! 

:D. 

After a few moments to say goodbye, Sour Sweet heads back to 

the girls' locker room to change into her uniform. 

Male Student #1: Young master… Sour Sweet is your girlfriend? 

O_O 

Male Student #6: I did not know! Sorry!  

Doppy: that’s right guys, she is my girlfriend… but she doesn't 

know yet. Anyway, I have to get ready to take my girl out on the 

best date of her life. Excuse me. 

With a triumphant look on my face, and with some magnificent 

photos of Sour Sweet, I head to my home to change these rags 

that I call clothes, and get ready for my big debut. MY FIRST DATE 

!! HURRAH !! 

-BRRZZZ- *new message* 

On the way home, my cell phone starts to vibrate, apparently I 

got a message ... and it's from Sour Sweet! 

Sour Sweet (text): “I will wait for you at 7:00 pm, and keep your 

word, you will have to participate in all the events and bring the 

gold to our home!” 

Doppy: OUR HOME??!!! 

-BRRZZZ- *new message* 

Sour Sweet (text): “our home means our school, idiot”! Dx 

Oh i see. Well… I'm a man of my word, except for the photos 

hehe. We will win those events and that trophy will go to our 

school: Crystal Prep Academy for the WIN!! 

-END- :D 


